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Wanalirri School Newsletter Week 4 Term 3 2017
Dear Parents and Families, Next week 5 Wanalir r i
students will represent the school and Ngallagunda
Community at the Assumption Feast Day in Kalumburu. They will participate in the Assumption Mass on
Tuesday night and take part in the School Sports Day.
Departing from school on Monday morning, we expect
them back safe and sound on Wednesday afternoon. Fr
Simon is looking forward to our visit, and the students
are excited about seeing Bishop Christopher.
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This week Kiara made a book
called “In A Car”.

Resources and
Equipment
Grant

100% Attenders Week 4
Sionel, Quinceton, Jarred, Kiara,Daemon and Keiran

Keiran shows Mr Dean how
to use a Green Machine.

Wanalirri Catholic School is very grateful to the State
Government of WA and the Kimberley Development Commission for the allocation of $5000 of
grant money for resources and equipment. The money
has been spent on the purchase and set-up of 9
“infinity” touch-screen computers. Thanks are also extended to Br Berkeley who spent many, many hours
ensuring the machines were configured to work well
with our server, satellite internet connection and wi-fi.

Congratulations to Sionel
for completing
Reading Eggs
and moving on
to Reading Express.

Sionel flattened the dough and
sliced the capsicum. Keiran
spread the sauce. Daemon arranged the ingredients...
At our St Mary MacKillop prayer
on Tuesday, the Juniors showed
their beautiful colouring.

...and Airimiz turned
pizza into a percussion instrument!
LEFT: Sarah started
work with us recently,
and Sonya has been
helping Kiara fit in.
The most important reason to come to Assembly on Friday is to see
the children’s work and help them celebrate their efforts. The students are always excited at Assembly time and love having family
members come to listen to them read, see their work, watch them
dancing or singing, or to enjoy something good to eat from Friday
Cooking. Thanks to Sarah and Aiden for joining us for last Friday’s
assembly. We all enjoyed the pizzas.

